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Next-generation material: Silicon Carbide （SiC）

A completely integrated production system has
allowed ROHM to develop and mass produce SiC products.

Commercializing next-generation eco-devices through
environmentally-focused R&D

ROHM not only seeks semiconductor-based technological innovation through the refinement of manufacturing processes, 
but has continued the pursuit towards increased functionality by bringing added value utilizing new ideas. This “More than 
Moore” philosophy continues to fuel the development of new technologies and products that will sustain the next generation 
by combining a variety of fundamental mechanisms, including new materials, MEMS, and bio/optical technologies.
Minimizing environmental impact continues to be a major consideration in the development of next-generation eco-devices 
incorporating novel technologies. These products are designed to provide capabilities and functions that meet the 
emerging need for greater interconnectivity and functionality while greatly contributing to a low-carbon-footprint society.

SiC trench MOSFET 
chip. Chip area was 
increased from 3 mm 
× 3 mm to 4.8 mm × 
4.8 mm, enabling 300A 
drive. Flexible organic EL devices feature significantly 

reduced thickness and weight compared to 
conventional products, enabling the development of 
new products, such as personal lighting accessories.

Lumiotec Inc., a joint venture between ROHM and 
other companies, began sample shipment of 
organic EL panels for lighting in February 2010. 
Full-scale mass production is slated to begin shortly.

Mass production has begun for SiC SBDs.
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Thin, light, flexible

New lighting designs with flexible organic ELs
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Easily incorporate network functionality into
household electronics, game consoles, and other devices

IEEE802.11n-compatible baseband LSI for wireless LAN

Touchless device operation

Monolithic optical proximity sensor and 
illumination sensor IC
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Zero standby power consumption

Nonvolatile logic counter IC

ROHM sensors utilize a unique structure for stable operation at
low operating current and high temperature.

Two-wavelength lasers diodes for DVD/CD playback
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RLD2WMUR1

RLD2WMDR1

RLD2WMFR1

*In Japan only. Estimate based on the ‘Investigation 
into Standby Power Consumption’ conducted by 
The Energy Conservation Center, Japan.
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